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Trigonometric summations over the angles equally divided on the upper half
plane are investigated systematically. Their generating functions are established by
expansions of trigonometric polynomials in partial fractions. The explicit formulas
are displayed and their proofs are presented in brief through the formal power
series method. Q 1999 Academic Press
Ž .For an elementary trigonometric function T u , defines its power sums
k p"1 T uŽ . Ž .Ý k
k
over the angles equally divided on the upper half plane. The evaluation of
such sums arises in number theory and discrete Fourier series. Two
w xelegant examples from 10, p. 234 may be reproduced as
ny1 kp n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
2cot s 0.1aŽ .Ý ž /n 3ks1
ny1 kp n y 1 n q 1Ž . Ž .
2csc s . 0.1bŽ .Ý ž /n 3ks1
Ž .* Partially supported by IAMI-CNR Milano, 1997 .
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wFor the related formulas with small values of p, refer to the handbook 7,
xSection 4.4.6-7 .
This article will pursue the closed formulas of such sums. By expanding
the rational functions of the trigonometric polynomials in partial fractions,
we will establish the generating functions. Then the formal power series
method will be used to find the explicit summation formulas.
To facilitate our presentation, we will recall some facts about trigono-
metric expansions and binomial identities.
Recalling the Euler formulas
eiu y eyi u eiu q eyi u
sin u s , cos u s
2 i 2
we can express trigonometric functions in terms of exponential functions
2 eniu
sec nu s 0.2aŽ .2 niu1 q e
y2 ieniu
csc nu s 0.2bŽ .2 niu1 y e
1 y e2 niu
tan nu s i 0.2cŽ .2 niu1 q e
1 q e2 niu
cot nu s yi . 0.2dŽ .2 niu1 y e
which will be applied in combination with power series expansions
iu 2'y s sin u | e s yi q 1 y y 0.3aŽ .
by2 lblb iu 2 l 2'R e s y1 y 1 y y 0.3bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /ž /2 llG0
by1y2 lblb iu 1q2 l 2'J e s y1 y 1 y y 0.3cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /ž /1 q 2 llG0
and
iu 2'y s tan u | e s 1 q yi r 1 q y 0.4aŽ . Ž .
bblb iu 2 l 2'R e s y1 y 1 q y 0.4bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /ž /2 llG0
bblb iu 1q2 l 2'J e s y1 y 1 q y . 0.4cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ž /ž /1 q 2 llG0
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For two indeterminates x and y, we have binomial expansions
a a k1 q x s x 0.5aŽ . Ž .Ý ž /k
kG0
g q ky1yg k1 y y s y 0.5bŽ . Ž .Ý ž /kkG0
which lead us to the Vandermonde convolutions
m
a ca q c s 0.6aŽ .Ýž / ž / ž /m k m y k
ks0
m
a q k c q m y ka q c q m q 1 s . 0.6bŽ .Ýž / ž / ž /m k m y k
ks0
In particular, we have two binomial summation formulas
p
p q 1m s 0.7aŽ .Ý ž / ž /k k q 1msk
p p p q 1m pym2 s 0.7bŽ .Ý Ýž / ž /k j q 1
msk jsk
Ž .where the former is a special case of 0.6b and the latter may be derived,
by means of the same convolution formula, as follows:
p p p p y mm mpym2 sÝ Ý Ýž / ž / ž /k k p y lmsk msk lsm
p l p y mms Ý Ý ž / ž /k p y lmsklsk
p p 1 q p1 q ps s .Ý Ýž / ž /1 q jl y k jsklsk
Ž .From the Vandermonde convolution formula 0.6a , we may further
derive two binomial identities of James Moriarty
n
1 q 2 x y d x y k y d x q ndq2 ns 2 0.8aŽ .Ý ž / ž / ž /d q 2k n y k d q 2n
ks0
n x y dr22 x y d x y k y d x q ndq2 ns 2 0.8bŽ .Ý ž / ž / ž /d q 2k n y k d q 2nx q nks0
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x¡ x q mr22m , d s 0ž /mx q mr2x q l y mr2d q 2 x ~sÝ ž / ž /m y 2 l l x q mr2mlG0 2 , d s 1¢ ž /m
0.8cŽ .
Ž .where d s 0, 1 is the Kronecker delta and 0.8c is the unified form of the
first two binomial identities.
Ž . Ž . ŽIn fact, denote the shifted factorial by x s 1 and x s x x y0 n
. Ž . Ž .1 ??? x y n q 1 for n s 1, 2, . . . . Then by means of 0.6a , we can deal
with the following binomial summation
n
1 q 2 x y d x y k y dÝ ž / ž /d q 2k n y k
ks0
n 2 y 2d q 2 x y 2k 1 y d q x y nŽ . Ž .dq2 k nyks Ý
d q 2k ! n y k !Ž . Ž .ks0
n 1 11 y d q x y nŽ . dqn y d q x y q d q n2 2s Ý ž / ž /1r2Ž . k n y kdqn ks0
1 y d q x y nŽ . dqn x q ns ž /n1r2Ž . dqn
Ž .which may be reduced to the right hand side of 0.8a without difficulty.
Ž .Similarly, another identity 0.8b may be established as follows:
n
2 x y d x y k y dÝ ž / ž /d q 2k n y k
ks0
n 1 y 2d q 2 x y 2k 1 y d q x y nŽ . Ž .dq2 k nyks Ý
d q 2k ! n y k !Ž . Ž .ks0
1r2 y d q x 1 y d q x y nŽ . Ž .d ns
1r2Ž . dqn
n 1 1y y d q x y q d q n2 2= Ý ž / ž /k n y kks0
1r2 y d q x 1 y d q x y nŽ . Ž .d n x q n y 1s ž /n1r2Ž . dqn
x y dr2 x q n dq2 ns 2 .ž /d q 2nx q n
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For complex numbers l, a , b , g and two natural numbers n ) p G 0,
three useful binomial formulas may be displayed as
mn my1Ž . a q b k q mr2kqm mn0 s y1 0.9aŽ . Ž .Ý Ýmž / ž / ž /m p q mkbms0 ks0
mn y1Ž .n0 s Ý mž /m bms0
m a q b k y pr2a q b k q mr2kqm m
= y1 0.9bŽ . Ž .Ý ž / ž /p q mk a q b k q mr2ks0
mn my1Ž . kqm mn0 s y1 S a , b , g , l 0.9cŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým mž / ž /m k2bŽ .ms0 ks0
where
2a q 2b k a q b k q g m q l q l
S a , b , g , l sŽ . Ým ž /ž /p q m y 2 l llG0
Ž .and the first two identities are special cases of 0.9c because of that
a q b k q mr2pqmS a y p y 1 r2, b , y1r2, y p q 1 r2 s 2Ž . Ž .Ž .m ž /p q m
a q b k y pr2a q b k q mr2pqmS a y pr2, b , y1r2, ypr2 s 2Ž .m ž /p q m a q b k q mr2
Ž . Ž .in view of the binomial identities 0.8a and 0.8b , respectively.
w p x Ž . pLet y f y be the coefficient of y in the power series expansion for
Ž .the function f y defined by
n
2 a iu 2 b iue 1 y e
f y s 1 qŽ . g1ql 22 ž /2b iy 1 q yŽ .1 q yŽ .
Ž .where u and y are two indeterminates related by 0.4a . Noting that
Ž .f 0 s 0, we have
w p x0 s y f y , n ) p G 0 .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Now we will show that this trivial fact implies 0.9c , and so all the three
multiple binomial summation formulas.
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Ž . Ž .By means of 0.5a , we may reformulate f y in succession as
2 a iu n me m gn 2 b iu 2f y s 1 y e 2b iy 1 q yŽ . Ž . Ž . 4Ý1ql ž /m21 q y ms0Ž .
kn m y1Ž . 1qlqg mmn 2Žaqb k . iu 2s e 1 q yŽ .Ý Ý mž / ž /m k 2b iyŽ .ms0 ks0
kn m y1Ž . mns Ý Ý m ž / ž /m k2bŽ .ms0 ks0
‘ iym iymi y2a q 2b k= Ý 1qlqaqb kqg mž / 2i 1 q yis0 Ž .
Ž . Ž .where the power series expansion 0.4b and 0.4c have been used. The
Ž .last sum with respect to i may further be expressed, with the help of 0.5b ,
as a formal power series
‘
p 2a q 2b kyiŽ .Ý Ý ž /i
ps0 Ž .i’pqm mod 2
l q a q b k q g m q p q m y i r2Ž .
= .ž /p q m y i r2Ž .
Ž .It is easy to check that the inner sum is in fact equal to S a , b , g , l .m
Therefore we find an explicit expression
kn m y1Ž . mnp pw xy f y s i S a , b , g , lŽ . Ž .Ý Ý m mž / ž /m k2bŽ .ms0 ks0
Ž .which completes the proof of 0.9c .
 4 Ž .A. SUMMATIONS OVER kprn WITH n ’ 1 mod 2
Throughout this section, n will denote an odd natural number. Then the
trigonometric function sin u sin nu may be considered as a polynomial of
 4ndegree n q 1 in cos u , whose n q 1 distinct zeros are a withk ks0
Ž .a s kprn. If P u is a polynomial of degree F n in cos u , we have twok
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expansions in partial fractions
nnP u lŽ . ks A0.1aŽ .Ýsin u sin nu cos u y cos akks0
nnP p y u ylŽ . ks A0.1bŽ .Ýsin u sin nu cos u q cos akks0
 4where the coefficients l are determined byk
cos u y cos ak
l s nP a limŽ .k k sin u sin nuu“ak
kq1y1 P kprn , k s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1Ž . Ž .
s
kq1½ y1 P kprn r2, k s 0, n.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .From A.01a " A0.1b , we get
n P p y u q P u P p y P 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s 22 sin u sin nu 2 sin u
ny1 P kprn cos kprnŽ . Ž .ky y1 A0.2aŽ . Ž .Ý 2 2cos u y cos kprnŽ .ks0
n P p y u y P u P p q P 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s 2sin 2u sin nu 2 sin uŽ .
ny1 P kprnŽ .kq y1 . A0.2bŽ . Ž .Ý 2 2cos u y cos kprnŽ .ks0
Ž . Ž . Ž .For P u s 1 and cos nu , we may specify A0.2a and A0.2b , respec-
tively, as
kny1yn y1 cos kprnŽ . Ž .
s A0.3aŽ .Ý 2 2sin u sin nu cos u y cos kprnŽ .ks0
ny1yn cos nu cos u
s A0.3bŽ .Ý 2 2sin u sin nu cos u y cos kprnŽ .ks0
which will be used to derive trigonometric formulas in this section.
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2 pŽ .A1. Sums of sec kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp
a 2 pA n s sec A1.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ny
a 2 pA n y s tan n arcsin y A1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2'1 y yps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 py1 2 py1p y 1 q kn 2 ppqkaA n s n y1 A1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p ž / ž /2 p y 1 j q 1
ks1 jsk
EXAMPLES.
A a n s n2Ž .2
n2
a 2 4A n s 2 q nŽ .4 3
n2
a 2 4 4A n s 8 q 5n q 2nŽ .6 15
n2
a 2 4 6 4A n s 144 q 98n q 56n q 17nŽ .8 315
n2
a 2 4 6 8 4A n s 1152 q 820n q 546n q 255n q 62n .Ž .10 2835
Ž .Sketch of Proof. The formal power series of A0.3b may be stated as
‘ ny1 2 pn cos u cos nu cos u
s Ý Ý 2 psin u sin nu cos kprnŽ .ps1 ks0
where the summation order has been changed. Then the generating
Ž .  a Ž .4function A1.2 for A n follows immediately from this expansion2 p
under the replacement cos u “ y and some trivial modification.
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Ž .For y s sin u , applying 0.3c to the power series expansion
2 niu  2 niu 41 y e 1 y e r2
s2 niu 2 niu 41 q e 1 y 1 y e r2
mym 2 niu 4s 2 1 y eÝ
m)0
m
k mym 2 k nius 2 y1 eŽ .Ý Ý ž /k
m)0 ks0
Ž .we may reformulate the generating function A1.2 as
ny nyi 1 y e2 niu
tan n arcsin y sŽ . 2 niu2 2 1 q e' '1 y y 1 y y
m
kmyms n 2 y1Ž .Ý Ý ž /k
m)0 ks0
k nyj2knj 2 j 2= y1 y 1 y yŽ . Ž .Ý ž /2 j y 1
j)0
where the last line may be expressed, through the binomial expansion
Ž .0.5a , as a formal power series in y
p kn y j2knp 2 py1 y .Ž .Ý Ý ž /2 j y 1 ž /p y j
pG0 js0
Ž .Evaluating the binomial sum with 0.8a , we obtain an explicit formula
m p y 1 q knpqk ma 2 pymy1A n s n 2 y1 . A1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p ž / ž /k 2 p y 1
m)0 ks0
The inner sum in the last expression with respect to k is the mth
difference operation on a polynomial with degree 2 p y 1, which vanishes
for m G 2 p. Therefore we may replace the summation limit for m by
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2 p y 1 and restate the formula as
2 py1 2 py1p y 1 q kn pqk ma 2 pymy1A n s n y1 2 A1.5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p ž /ž /2 p y 1 k
ks1 msk
Ž . Ž .which is equivalent to A1.3 in view of 0.7b .
1q2 pŽ .A2. Alternating Sums of sec kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kpka 1q2 pB n s y1 sec A2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1q2 p ž /nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ny sin npr2Ž .
a 1q2 pB n y s sec n arcsin y A2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1q2 p 2'1 y yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
n y 12 p 2 pnp 1 q 2 pp q q knpqkaB n s n sin y1Ž . Ž . 2Ý Ý1q2 p ž / ž /j q 12  0ks0 jsk2 p
A2.3Ž .
EXAMPLES. Let " denote the alternating signs corresponding to n ’
Ž ."1 mod 4 respectively. Then we have
Ba n s "nŽ .1
n
a 2 4B n s " 1 q nŽ .3 2
n
a 2 4 4B n s " 9 q 10n q 5nŽ .5 24
n
a 2 4 6 4B n s " 225 q 259n q 175n q 61nŽ .7 720
n
a 2 4 6 8 4B n s " 11025 q 12916n q 9870n q 5124n q 1385n .Ž .9 40320
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Ž .Sketch of Proof. The expansion of A0.3a in formal power series reads
as
‘ ny1 1q2 pn cos u cos uks y1Ž .Ý Ý 1q2 psin u sin nu cos kprnŽ .ps0 ks0
Ž .  a Ž .4which results in the generating function A2.2 for B n under the1q2 p
replacement cos u “ y and some trivial modification.
For y s sin u , the combination of
2 eniu eniu
s2 niu 2 niu 41 q e 1 y 1 y e r2
mniu ym 2 niu 4s e 2 1 y eÝ
mG0
m
k mym Ž2 kq1.nius 2 y1 eŽ .Ý Ý ž /k
mG0 ks0
Ž . Ž .and 0.3b enables us to rewrite the generating function A2.2 as
ny sin npr2Ž .
sec n arcsin yŽ .
2'1 y y
ny sin npr2 2 eniuŽ .
s 2 niu2 1 q e'1 y y
m
kmyms n sin npr2 2 y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý ž /k
mG0 ks0
nq2 k ny2 jy1n q 2knj 1q2 j 2'= y1 y 1 y yŽ .Ý ž /ž /2 j
jG0
where the last line can be restated, with the help of the binomial expan-
Ž .sion 0.5a as a formal power series in y
n y 1p q kn y jn q 2knp 1q2 py1 y .Ž . 2Ý Ý ž /2 j  0pG0 js0 p y j
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Ž . a Ž .In view of 0.8a , we derive an explicit formula for B n1q2 p
n y 1mnp p q q knpqk ma 2 pymB n s n sin 2 y1 .Ž . Ž . 2Ý Ý1q2 p ž /k2  0mG0 ks0 2 p
A2.4Ž .
The last sum with respect to k is the mth difference operation on a
polynomial with degree 2 p, which vanishes for m ) 2 p. Therefore we may
replace the summation limit for m by 2 p and rewrite the last formula as
n y 12 p 2 pnp p q q kn pqk ma 2 pymB n s n sin y1 2Ž . Ž .2Ý Ý1q2 p ž /k2  0ks0 msk2 p
A2.5Ž .
Ž . Ž .which is equivalent to A2.3 on account of 0.7b .
2 pŽ .A3. Sums of csc kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp
a 2 pC n s csc A3.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks1
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ny
a 2 pC n y s 1 y cot n arcsin y A3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2'1 y yps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
p2 p1 y4Ž . 1 q 2 paC n s d y A3.3aŽ . Ž .Ý2 p 0, p m ž /1 q m2 nms0
m y 11qm 1 q m y 2k p q kn qk 1 q m




n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
aC n sŽ .2 3
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
a 2C n s 11 q nŽ . Ž .4 45
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
a 2 4 4C n s 191 q 23n q 2nŽ .6 945
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
a 2 2 4 4C n s 11 q n 227 q 10n q 3nŽ . Ž .8 14175
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
a 2 4 6 8 4C n s 14797 q 2125n q 321n q 35n q 2n .Ž .10 93555
Ž .Sketch of Proof. Rewrite the trigonometric identity A0.3b as
ny1 2 ‘ ny1 2 pn sin u cos nu sin u sin u
1 y s s .Ý Ý Ý2 2 2 pcos u sin nu sin kprn y sin u sin kprnŽ . Ž .ks1 ps1 ks1
Ž .Then the substitution sin u “ y leads us to the generating function A3.2 .
Noticing that 1 y e2 niu f y2niy for y s sin u , we can make, in succes-
sion, the power series expansions
1 q e2 niu 1 q e2 niu 1 y e2 niu
s 1 y 1 q2 niu ½ 5ž /y2niy 2niy1 y e
l2 niu 2 niu1 q e 1 y e
s 1 qÝ ½ 5y2niy 2niylG0
m2 niu 2 niul1 q e 1 y eŽ .ls Ý Ý mž /my2niy 2niyŽ .ms0lG0
2 niu l m 2 nk iu1 q e ek mls y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý mž / ž /m ky2niy 2niyŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
ly1 ls Ý Ý ž /m2niy ms0lG0
1qm 2 nk iu1 q m y 2k ek 1 q m
= y1 .Ž .Ý mž /k1 q m 2niyŽ .ks0
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Ž .Then we may reformulate, through the formal power series 0.3b and
Ž . Ž .0.3c , the generating function A3.2 as
ny
1 y cot n arcsin yŽ .
2'1 y y
niy 1 q e2 niu
s 1 q 2 niu2 1 y e'1 y y
l 1qm1 1 q m y 2kk 1 q mls 1 y y1Ž .Ý Ý Ýž / ž /m k2 1 q mms0 ks0lG0
Ž .myi r2y1 2 k ny1yiŽ . 2kn i 2'= y 1 y yÝ m ž /ž /i2nyŽ .Ž .i’m mod 2
where the last line can be restated, by means of the binomial expansion
Ž .0.5a , as a formal Laurent series in y
p 2 py1 yŽ . kn y 1 q i r2Ž .2kn .Ý Ým ž /i ž /p q m y i r2Ž .2nŽ .p Ž .i’m mod 2
Ž . a Ž .Evaluating the inner sum by 0.8a , we get an explicit formula for C n2 p
pl1 y4Ž .
a lC n s d yŽ . Ý Ý2 p 0, p mž /m2 nms0lG0
m y 11qm 1 q m y 2k p q kn qk 1 q m
= y1 .Ž . 2Ý ž /k 1 q m  0ks0 m q 2 p
Ž .According to 0.9a , the double sum with respect to m and k will vanish if
l ) 2 p. Therefore we may replace the upper limit for the summation
Ž .variable l by 2 p and simplify the summation through 0.7a , which result
Ž .in A3.3 .
Ž . 2 pŽ .A4. Alternating Sums of cos kprn csc kprn
DEFINITION.




a 2 pD n y s 1 y ny csc n arcsin y A4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p
ps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
p2 p y4Ž . 1 q 2 paD n s d y A4.3aŽ . Ž .Ý2 p 0, p m ž /1 q mnms0
m q n
m n q 2kn p q kn qk m 2= y1Ž .Ý ž /k m q 2 p q n q 2kn  0ks0 2 p q m
A4.3bŽ .
EXAMPLES.
n q 1 1 y nŽ . Ž .
aD n sŽ .2 6
n q 1 1 y nŽ . Ž .
a 2D n s 17 q 7nŽ . Ž .4 360
n q 1 1 y nŽ . Ž .
a 2 4 4D n s 367 q 178n q 31nŽ .6 15120
n q 1 1 y nŽ . Ž .
a 2 2 4 4D n s 13 q 3n 2143 q 610n q 127nŽ . Ž .8 1814400
n q 1 1 y nŽ . Ž .
aD n sŽ .10 119750400
 2 4 6 84= 1295803 q 689428n q 192162n q 31892n q 2555n .
Remark. It is trivial to check, by symmetry, that
ny1 kpk 1q2 py1 csc s 0.Ž .Ý nks1
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Ž .Sketch of Proof. Reformulate the trigonometric identity A0.3a as
ny1 2n sin u sin u cos kprnŽ .k1 y s y1Ž .Ý 2 2sin nu sin kprn y sin uŽ .ks1
‘ ny1 cos kprnŽ .k2 ps sin u y1 .Ž .Ý Ý 2 psin kprnŽ .ps1 ks1
Ž .Then the substitution sin u “ y leads us to the generating function A4.2 .
For y s sin u , we have the power series expansions similar to those in
A3
eniu eniu 1 y e2 niu
s 1 y 1 q2 niu ½ 5ž /y2niy 2niy1 y e
lniu 2 niue 1 y e
s 1 qÝ ½ 5y2niy 2niylG0
mniu 2 niule 1 y eŽ .ls Ý Ý mž /my2niy 2niyŽ .ms0lG0
l m Ž1q2 k .niuy1 ek mls y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý mž / ž /m k2niy 2niyŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
Ž . Ž .which enable us to restate, through 0.3b and 0.3c , the generating
Ž .function A4.2 as a multiple sum
1 y ny csc n arcsin yŽ .
2niyeniu
s 1 q 2 niu1 y e
l m
kmls 1 y y1Ž .Ý Ý Ýž / ž /m k
ms0 ks0lG0
Ž .myi r2y1 nq2 k nyiŽ . n q 2kn i 2'= y 1 y yÝ m ž /ž /i2nyŽ .Ž .i’m mod 2
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where the last line can be expressed, by means of the binomial expansion
Ž .0.5a as a formal Laurent series in y
p 2 py1 yŽ . kn q n y i r2Ž .n q 2kn .Ý Ým ž /i ž /p q m y i r2Ž .2nŽ .p Ž .i’m mod 2
Ž .Evaluating the sum with respect to i by 0.8b , we obtain an explicit
formula
pl y4Ž .
a lD n s d yŽ . Ý Ý2 p 0, p mž /m nms0lG0
m q n
m nk q nr2 p q kn qk m 2= y1 .Ž .Ý ž /k p q nk q m q n r2Ž .  0ks0 m q 2 p
Ž .According to 0.9b , the double sum with respect to m and k will vanish if
l ) 2 p. Therefore we may replace the upper limit for the summation
Ž .variable l by 2 p and simplify the summation through 0.7a , which lead us
Ž .to A4.3 .
2 pŽ .A5. Sums of tan kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp
a 2 pE n s tan A5.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ n
a 2 pE n y s 1 q y tan n arctan y A5.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 p mnp p maE n s n y1 q y1 A5.3aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p m ž /k2ms0 ks0
p nk q p y l2nkk
= y1 A5.3bŽ . Ž .Ý ž / ž /2 l y 1 p y lls1
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EXAMPLES.
E a n s n n y 1Ž . Ž .2
n n y 1Ž .
a 2 4E n s n q n y 3Ž .4 3
n n y 1Ž .
a 4 3 2 4E n s 2n q 2n y 8n y 8n q 15Ž .6 15
n n y 1Ž .
a 6 5 4 3 2 4E n s 17n q 17n y 95n y 95n q 213n q 213n y 315Ž .8 315
n n y 1Ž .
a 8 7 6 5 4E n s 62n q 62n y 448n y 448n q 1358nŽ .10 2835
3 2 4q1358n y 2232n y 2232n q 2835 .
aŽ .Remark. Among the results displayed above, E n yields an elegant2
summation formula
ny1 kp
2tan s n n y 1Ž .Ý ž /nks1
w xdue to Heinz-Jurgen Seiffert 8 , which is a primary motivation for theÈ
present work.
a Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of E n , we may formally2 p
compute its generating function by series rearrangement
‘ ny1 1
a 2 pE n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y tan kprnŽ .ps0 ks0
ny1 2cos kprnŽ .
s Ý 2 2 21 q y cos kprn y yŽ .Ž .ks0
ny1 2 2n 1 y r 1 q yŽ .
s q Ý2 2 2 2 21 q y 1 q y cos kprn y y r 1 q yŽ . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to A5.2 by means of A0.3b with the replacements
Ž . Ž .cot u “ y and cot nu s tan n arctan y .
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For y s tan u , make the power series expansion
1 y e2 niu 1 y e2 niu r2Ž .
s2 niu 2 niu 41 q e 1 y 1 y e r2
mym 2 niu 4s 2 1 y eÝ
m)0
m
k mym 2 nk ius 2 y1 e .Ž .Ý Ý ž /k
m)0 ks0
Ž . Ž .By means of 0.4c , we may rewrite the generating function A5.2 as
n
1 q y tan n arctan y 4Ž .21 q y
n niy 1 y e2 niu
s q2 2 2 niu1 q y 1 q y 1 q e
mn n kms q y1Ž .Ý Ým2 ž /k21 q y mG0 ks0
1qk n2knj 2 j 2= y1 y r 1 q y .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /2 j y 1
j)0
Noting that the last line can be restated, with the help of the binomial
Ž .expansion 0.5b , as a formal power series in y
p kn q p y j2knp 2 py1 yŽ .Ý Ý ž /2 j y 1 ž /p y j
pG0 js1
a Ž .we obtain an explicit formula for E n2 p
mnp kqpmaE n s n y1 q y1 A5.4aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p m ž /k2mG0 ks0
p kn q p y j2kn
= . A5.4bŽ .Ý ž /2 j y 1 ž /p y j
js1
The last sum with respect to k is the mth difference operation on a
polynomial with degree 2 p y 1, which vanishes for m G 2 p. Therefore we
may replace the summation limit for m by 2 p and the desired formula
Ž .A5.3 follows immediately.
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Ž .The summation formula A5.3 may also be reformulated as
2 p mn 1 q 2 pp kqpaE n s n y1 q y1 A5.5aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p p ž /1 q m4 ms0 ks0
p kn q p y j2kn
= A5.5bŽ .Ý ž /2 j y 1 ž /p y j
js1
Ž .by means of the binomial transform 0.7b .
Ž . 2 pŽ .A6. Alternating sums of sec kprn tan kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp kpka 2 pF n s y1 sec tan A6.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž / ž /n nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ n sin npr2Ž .
a 2 pF n y s sec n arctan y A6.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2'1 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 p mnp n kqp maF n s sin y1 A6.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p mž / ž /k2 2ms0 ks0
n y 1p nk q q p y ln q 2nk
= A6.3bŽ .2Ý ž /2 l  0ls0 p y l
EXAMPLES. Let " denote the alternating signs corresponding to n ’
Ž ."1 mod 4 respectively. Then we have
F a n s "nŽ .0
n n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
aF n s "Ž .2 2
n n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
a 2 4F n s " 5n y 9Ž .4 24
n n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
a 4 2 4F n s " 61n y 214n y 225Ž .6 720
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n n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
a 6 4 2 4F n s " 277n y 1431n q 2783n y 2205Ž .8 8064
n n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
aF n s "Ž .10 3628800
 8 6 4 2 4= 50521n y 344204n q 959854n y 1357596n q 893025 .
Remark. It is easy to see, by symmetry, that
ny1 kp
1q2 ptan s 0.Ý nks1
a Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of F n , we may formally2 p
compute its generating function by series rearrangement
k‘ ny1 y1 sec kprnŽ . Ž .
a 2 pF n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y tan kprnŽ .ps0 ks0
kny1 y1 cos kprnŽ . Ž .
s Ý 2 2 21 q y cos kprn y yŽ .Ž .ks0
ny11 cos kprnŽ .ks y1Ž .Ý2 2 2 21 q y cos kprn y y r 1 q yŽ . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to A6.2 by means of A0.3a with the replacements
Ž . Ž . Ž .cot u “ y and sin nu s sin npr2 cos n arctan y .
Ž .For y s tan u , applying 0.4b to the power series expansion
2 eniu eniu
s2 niu 2 niu 41 q e 1 y 1 y e r2
mniu ym 2 niu 4s e 2 1 y eÝ
mG0
m
k mym Ž1q2 k .nius 2 y1 eŽ .Ý Ý ž /k
mG0 ks0
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Ž .we may express the generating function A6.2 as
n sin npr2
sec n arctan yŽ .
2'1 q y
n sin npr2 2 eniu
s 2 niu2 1 q e'1 q y
mnp n kms sin y1Ž .Ý Ým ž /k2 2mG0 ks0
Ž .n q 2kn k nq 1qn r2j 2 j 2= y1 y 1 q y .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /2 j
jG0
Ž .Rewriting the last line, by means of 0.5b , as a formal power series in y
n y 1p
kn q q p y jn q 2knp 2 py1 yŽ . 2Ý Ý ž /2 j  0pG0 js0 p y j
a Ž .we get an explicit formula for F n2 p
mnp n kqpmaF n s sin y1 A6.4aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p m ž /k2 2mG0 ks0
n y 1p
kn q q p y jn q 2kn
= . A6.4bŽ .2Ý ž /2 j  0js0 p y j
The last sum with respect to k is the mth difference operation on a
polynomial with degree 2 p, which vanishes for m ) 2 p. Therefore we may
Ž .replace the summation limit for m by 2 p which leads us to A6.3
promptly.
Ž .An alternative form of A6.3 reads as
2 p mn np 1 q 2 p kqpaF n s sin y1 A6.5aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p p ž /1 q m4 2 ms0 ks0
n y 1p
kn q q p y jn q 2kn
= A6.5bŽ .2Ý ž /2 j  0js0 p y j
Ž .on account of the binomial transform 0.7b .
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2 pŽ .A7. Sums of cot kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp
a 2 pG n s cot A7.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks1
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ n
a 2 pG n y s 1 y y cot n arctan y A7.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
p2 p mq11 y1Ž . 1 q 2 pp 1 q maG n s n y1 y A7.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým2 p ž /ž / k1 q m2 2nŽ .ms0 ks0
1 q m y 2k 2nknk q lk
= y1 A7.3bŽ . Ž .Ý ž / ž /m q 2 p y 2 ll1 q m lG0
EXAMPLES.
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
aG n sŽ .2 3
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
a 2 4G n s n q 3n y 13Ž .4 45
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
a 4 3 2 4G n s 2n q 6n y 28n y 96n q 251Ž .6 945
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
aG n sŽ .8 14175
 6 5 4 3 2 4= 3n q 9n y 59n y 195n q 457n q 1761n y 3551
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
a 8 7 6 5 4G n s 2n q 6n y 52n y 168n q 546nŽ .10 93555
3 2 4q1974n y 3068n y 13152n q 22417 .
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Remark. It is trivial to see that
ny1 kp
1q2 pcot s 0.Ý nks1
a Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of G n , we may for-2 p
mally compute its generating function by series rearrangement
‘ ny1 1
a 2 pG n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y cot kprnŽ .ps0 ks1
ny1 21 y cos kprnŽ .
s Ý 2 21 y 1 q y cos kprnŽ .Ž .ks1
2 ny1 2n y 1r 1 q yŽ .
s y Ý2 2 2 21 q y 1 q y cos kprn y 1r 1 q yŽ . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to A7.2 by means of A0.3b with the replacement tan
u “ y.
Following the process in A3, notice that 1 y e2 niu f y2niy for y s
tan u . We have the power series expansion in succession
1 q e2 niu 1 q e2 niu 1 y e2 niu
s 1 y 1 q2 niu ½ 5ž /y2niy 2niy1 y e
l2 niu 2 niu1 q e 1 y e
s 1 qÝ ½ 5y2niy 2niylG0
m2 niu 2 niul1 q e 1 y eŽ .ls Ý Ý mž /my2niy 2niyŽ .ms0lG0
2 niu l m 2 nk iu1 q e ek mls y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý mž / ž /m ky2niy 2niyŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
ly1 ls Ý Ý ž /m2niy ms0lG0
1qm 2 nk iu1 q m y 2k ek 1 q m
= y1 .Ž .Ý mž /k1 q m 2niyŽ .ks0
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Ž . Ž .Then we may reformulate, through 0.4b and 0.4c , the generating
Ž .function A7.2 as a multiple sum
n
1 y y cot n arctan y 4Ž .21 q y
n niy 1 q e2 niu
s q2 2 2 niu1 q y 1 q y 1 y e
l 1qmn 1 1 q m y 2kk 1 q mls y y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý2 ž / ž /m k2 1 q m1 q y ms0 ks0lG0
Ž .myi r2y1Ž . nkq12kn i 2= y r 1 q y .Ž .Ý m ž /i2nyŽ .Ž .i’m mod 2
Ž .Rewriting the last line, by means of the binomial expansion 0.5b , as a
formal Laurent series in y
p 2 py1 yŽ . kn q p q m y i r2Ž .2knÝ Ým ž /i ž /p q m y i r2Ž .2nŽ .p Ž .i’m mod 2
a Ž .we derive an explicit formula for G n2 p
pl 1qm1 y1Ž .p k1 q ma lG n s n y1 y y1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ým2 p ž / ž /m k2 2nŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
1 q m y 2k kn q p q m y i r2Ž .2kn= .Ý ž /i ž /p q m y i r21 q m Ž .Ž .i’m mod 2
Ž .According to 0.9c , the double sum with respect to m and k will vanish if
l ) 2 p. Therefore we may replace the upper limit for the summation
Ž .variable l by 2 p and simplify the summation through 0.7a , which result
Ž .in A7.3 .
Ž . 2 pŽ .A8. Alternating sums of cos kprn cot kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp kpka 2 pH n s y1 cos cot A8.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž / ž /n nks1
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GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ d ny1, na 2 pH n y s y csc n arctan y A8.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2 31 q y 2ps0 ' 1 q yŽ .
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
p2 p my1Ž . 1 q 2 pp maH n s d y1 y A8.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým2 p 1, n ž /ž / k1 q m2nŽ .ms0 ks0
n q 1
n q 2nknk q l qk
= y1 A8.3bŽ . Ž .Ý 2 ž /m q 2 p y 2 l 0lG0 l
EXAMPLES. For n ) 1, we have the summation formulas
n2 y 7
aH n s yŽ .2 6
7n4 y 110n2 q 463
aH n s yŽ .4 360
31n6 y 735n4 q 6489n2 y 20905
aH n s yŽ .6 15120
381n8 y 11780n6 q 151998n4 y 984420n2 q 2658221
aH n s yŽ .8 1814400
y1
a 10 8 6H n s 2555n y 96393n q 1592470n yŽ .10 119750400
4 2 4y14734874n q 77648175n y 184162333 .
Remark. It is not hard to check that
ny1 kpky1 cos s d .Ž .Ý 1, nnks0
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a Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of H n , we may formally2 p
compute its generating function by series rearrangement
k‘ ny1 y1 cos kprnŽ . Ž .
a 2 pH n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y cot kprnŽ .ps0 ks1
ny1 2cos kprn 1 y cos kprn 4Ž . Ž .ks y1Ž .Ý 2 21 y 1 q y cos kprnŽ .Ž .ks1
ny1 2cos kprn yŽ .ks y1 yŽ .Ý 2 221 q y 1 q yks0 Ž .
kny1 y1 cos kprnŽ . Ž .
= Ý 2 2cos kprn y 1r 1 q yŽ . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to A8.2 by means of A0.3a with the replacement cot
u “ y.
For y s tan u , we have the power series expansions similar to those in
A7:
eniu eniu 1 y e2 niu
s 1 y 1 q2 niu ½ 5ž /y2niy 2niy1 y e
lniu 2 niue 1 y e
s 1 qÝ ½ 5y2niy 2niylG0
mniu 2 niule 1 y eŽ .ls Ý Ý mž /my2niy 2niyŽ .ms0lG0
l m Ž1q2 k .niuy1 ek mls y1 .Ž .Ý Ý Ý mž / ž /m k2niy 2niyŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
Ž . Ž . Ž .By means of 0.4b and 0.4c , the generating function A8.2 may be
restated as
d ny1, n y csc n arctan yŽ .2 31 q y 2'1 q y
d 2niy eniu1, ns q2 3 2 niu1 q y 1 y e2'1 q y
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l md1, n kmls y y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý2 ž / ž /m k1 q y ms0 ks0lG0
Ž .myi r2y1Ž . Ž .nkq 3qn r2n q 2kn i 2= y 1 q yŽ .Ý m ž /i2nyŽ .Ž .i’m mod 2
where the last line can be expressed, with the help of the binomial
Ž .expansion 0.5b as a formal Laurent series in y
p 2 py1 yŽ . p q kn q 1 q m q n y i r2Ž .n q 2kn .Ý Ým ž /i ž /p q m y i r2Ž .2nŽ .p Ž .i’m mod 2
a Ž .Therefore we get an explicit formula for H n2 p
pl my1Ž .p kma lH n s d y1 y y1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ým2 p 1, n ž / ž /m k2nŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
p q kn q 1 q m q n y i r2Ž .n q 2kn= .Ý ž /i ž /p q m y i r2Ž .Ž .i’m mod 2
Ž .According to 0.9c , the double sum with respect to m and k will vanish if
l ) 2 p. Hence we may replace the upper limit for the summation variable
Ž .l by 2 p and simplify the summation through 0.7a , which lead us to
Ž .A8.3 .
Recalling that
1 q tan2 u s sec 2 u , 1 q cot2 u s csc 2 u
we can establish the following inverse relations for the trigonometric sums
defined in this section:
p pp ppy la a a aA n s E n E n s y1 A nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p 2 l 2 p 2 lž / ž /l lls0 ls0
p pp ppy la a a aB n s F n F n s y1 B nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1q2 p 2 l 2 p 1q2 lž / ž /l lls0 ls0
p pp ppy la a a aC n s G n G n s y1 C nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p 2 l 2 p 2 lž / ž /l lls0 ls0
p pp ppy la a a aD n s H n H n s y1 D n .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p 2 l 2 p 2 lž / ž /l lls0 ls0
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 4 Ž .B. SUMMATIONS OVER kprn WITH n ’ 0 mod 2
Throughout this section, n will denote an even natural number. Then
the trigonometric function sin u sin nu may be considered as a polynomial
 4nof degree n q 1 in cos u , whose n q 1 distinct zeros are b withk ks0
Ž .b s kprn. If P u is a polynomial of degree F n in cos u , we have twok
expansions in partial fractions
nnP u mŽ . ks B0.1aŽ .Ýsin u sin nu cos u y cos bkks0
nnP p y u mŽ . ks B0.1bŽ .Ýsin u sin nu cos u q cos bkks0
 4where the coefficients m are determined byk
cos u y cos bk
m s nP b limŽ .k k sin u sin nuu“bk
kq1y1 P kprn , k s 1, 2, . . . , n y 1Ž . Ž .
s
kq1½ y1 P kprn r2, k s 0, n.Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .From B0.1a " B0.1b , we obtain
yn P u q P p y u P 0 y P p 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s 2sin 2u sin nu 2 sin uŽ .
ny1 P kprnŽ .kq y1 B0.2aŽ . Ž .Ý 2 2cos u y cos kprnŽ .ks0
yn P u y P p y u P 0 q P p 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
s 2sin u sin nu 2 sin u
ny1 P kprn cos kprnŽ . Ž .kq y1 .Ž .Ý 2 2cos u y cos kprnŽ .ks0
B0.2bŽ .
Ž . Ž .For P u s 1 and cos nu , we may write B0.2a , respectively, as
kny1yn y1 sin u cos uŽ .
s B0.3aŽ .Ý 2 2sin nu cos u y cos kprnŽ .ks0
ny1yn cos nu sin u cos u
s B0.3bŽ .Ý 2 2sin nu cos u y cos kprnŽ .ks0
which will be used to demonstrate trigonometric identities in this section.
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2 pŽ .B1. Sums of sec kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp




b 2 pA n y s 1 y cot n arcsin y B1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2'1 y yps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
p2 p1 y4Ž . 1 q 2 pbA n s d y B1.3aŽ . Ž .Ý2 p 0, p m ž /1 q m2 nms0
m y 11qm 1 q m y 2k p q kn qk 1 q m
= y1Ž . 2Ý ž /k 1 q m  0ks0 2 p q m
B1.3bŽ .
EXAMPLES.
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
bA n sŽ .2 3
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
b 2A n s 11 q nŽ . Ž .4 45
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
b 2 4 4A n s 191 q 23n q 2nŽ .6 945
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
b 2 2 4 4A n s 11 q n 227 q 10n q 3nŽ . Ž .8 14175
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
b 2 4 6 8 4A n s 14797 q 2125n q 321n q 35n q 2n .Ž .10 93555
Remark. Following the same process as in A3, we can establish the
Ž . Ž .explicit formula B1.3 from the generating function B1.2 .
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Ž .Sketch of Proof. Reformulate B0.3b as the formal power series
ny1 2n cos u cos nu cos u
1 q s Ý 2 2sin u sin nu cos kprn y cos uŽ .ks0
k/nr2
‘ ny1 2 pcos u
s .Ý Ý 2 pcos kprnŽ .ps1 ks0
k/nr2
Ž .  b Ž .4Then the generating function B1.2 for A n follows immediately from2 p
this expansion under the replacements cos u “ y and cot nu s
Ž .ycot n arcsin y .
2 pŽ .B2. Alternating sums of sec kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kpkb 2 pB n s y1 sec B2.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks0
k/nr2
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ nynr2b 2 pB n y s y1 1 y csc n arcsin y B2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p ½ 52'1 y yps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 p p41 q 2 p1qpqnr2bB n s y1 B2.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p mž /1 q m nms0
m q n y 1m p q nk qk m
= y1 B2.3bŽ . Ž .2Ý ž /k  0ks0 m q 2 p
EXAMPLES. Let . denote the alternating signs corresponding to n ’
Ž .0, 2 mod 4 respectively. Then we have
2 q n2
bB n s .Ž .2 6
88 q 40n2 q 7n4
bB n s .Ž .4 360
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3056 q 1344n2 q 294n4 q 31n6
bB n s .Ž .6 15120
319616 q 138240n2 q 32928n4 q 4960n6 q 318n8
bB n s .Ž .8 1814400
.1
b 2 4B n s 3788032 q 1622016n q 404096nŽ .10 23950080
6 8 10 4q70928n q 8382n q 511n .
Ž .Sketch of Proof. Notice that B0.3a may be restated as a formal power
series
k 2ny1n cos u y1 cos uŽ .nr2y1 q sŽ . Ý 2 2sin u sin nu cos kprn y cos uŽ .ks0
k/nr2
‘ ny1 2 pcos uks y1 .Ž .Ý Ý 2 pcos kprnŽ .ps1 ks0
k/nr2
Ž .  b Ž .4We get, from this expansion, the generating function B2.2 for B n2 p
Ž .under the replacements cos u “ y and sin nu s ycos npr2
Ž .sin n arcsin y .
Similar to this procedure in A4, we have the power series expansions for
y s sin u
eniu eniu 1 y e2 niu
s 1 y 1 q2 niu ½ 5ž /y2niy 2niy1 y e
lniu 2 niue 1 y e
s 1 qÝ ½ 5y2niy 2niylG0
mniu 2 niule 1 y eŽ .ls Ý Ý mž /my2niy 2niyŽ .ms0lG0
l m Ž1q2 k .niuy1 ek mls y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý mž / ž /m k2niy 2niyŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
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Ž . Ž .which enable us to restate through 0.3b and 0.3c the generating
Ž .function B2.2 as a multiple sum
nynr2y1 1 y csc n arcsin yŽ . Ž .½ 52'1 y y
2niy eniunr2s y1 1 qŽ . 2 niu2½ 51 y e'1 y y
l m
nr2 kqnr2mls y1 y y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýž / ž /m k
ms0 ks0lG0
Ž .myi r2y1 nq2 k nyiy1Ž . n q 2kn i 2'= y 1 y yÝ m ž /ž /i2nyŽ .Ž .i’m mod 2
where the last line can be expressed, by means of the binomial expansion
Ž .0.5a as a formal Laurent series in y
p 2 py1 yŽ . kn q n y i y 1 r2Ž .n q 2kn .Ý Ým ž /i ž /p q m y i r2Ž .2nŽ .p Ž .i’m mod 2
Ž .Evaluating the sum with respect to i by 0.8a , we derive an explicit
formula
l p41qpqnr2b lB n s y1 B2.4aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p mž /m nms0lG0
m q n y 1m p q kn qk m
= y1 . B.24bŽ . Ž .2Ý ž /k  0ks0 m q 2 p
Ž .According to 0.9a , the double sum with respect to m and k will vanish if
l ) 2 p. Therefore we may replace the upper limit for the summation
Ž .variable l by 2 p and simplify the summation through 0.7a , which lead us
Ž .to B2.3 .
2 pŽ .B3. Sums of csc kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp




b 2 pC n y s 1 y cot n arcsin y B3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2'1 y yps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
p2 p1 y4Ž . 1 q 2 pbC n s d y B3.3aŽ . Ž .Ý2 p 0, p m ž /1 q m2 nms0
m y 11qm 1 q m y 2k p q kn qk 1 q m
= y1Ž . 2Ý ž /k 1 q m  0ks0 2 p q m
B3.3bŽ .
EXAMPLES.
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
bC n sŽ .2 3
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
b 2C n s 11 q nŽ . Ž .4 45
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
b 2 4 4C n s 191 q 23n q 2nŽ .6 945
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
b 2 2 4 4C n s 11 q n 227 q 10n q 3nŽ . Ž .8 14175
n q 1 n y 1Ž . Ž .
b 2 4 6 8 4C n s 14797 q 2125n q 321n q 35n q 2n .Ž .10 93555
Ž .Remark. The explicit formula B3.3 can be established from the gener-
Ž .ating function B3.2 in the same way as in A3.
Ž .Sketch of Proof. Restate B0.3b as the formal power series
ny1 2 ‘ ny1 2 pn sin u cos nu sin u sin u
1 y s s .Ý Ý Ý2 2 2 pcos u sin nu sin kprn y sin u sin kprnŽ . Ž .ks1 ps1 ks1
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Ž .  b Ž .4It becomes the generating function B3.2 for C n under the replace-2 p
ment sin u “ y and some trivial modification.
2 pŽ .B4. Alternating sums of csc kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kpkb 2 pD n s y1 csc B4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks1
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ny
b 2 pD n y s 1 y csc n arcsin y B4.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2'1 y yps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 p p41 q 2 p1qpbD n s y1 B4.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p mž /1 q m nms0
m q n y 1m p q nk qk m
= y1 B4.3bŽ . Ž .2Ý ž /k  0ks0 m q 2 p
EXAMPLES.
2 q n2
bD n s yŽ .2 6
88 q 40n2 q 7n4
bD n s yŽ .4 360
3056 q 1344n2 q 294n4 q 31n6
bD n s yŽ .6 15120
319616 q 138240n2 q 32928n4 q 4960n6 q 381n8
bD n s yŽ .8 1814400
y1
b 2 4D n s 3788032 q 1622016n q 404096nŽ .10 23950090
6 8 10 4q70928n q 8382n q 511n .
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Ž . Ž .Remark. Notice that the generating function B4.2 differs from B2.2
Ž .n r2only in the factor y1 . Therefore we may write down the explicit
Ž . Ž .formula B4.3 from B2.3 immediately.
Ž .Sketch of Proof. The formal power series expansion of B0.3a reads as
k 2ny1n sin u y1 sin uŽ .
1 y s Ý 2 2cos u sin nu sin kprn y sin uŽ .ks1
‘ ny1 2 psin uks y1Ž .Ý Ý 2 psin kprnŽ .ps1 ks1
Ž .  b Ž .4which reduces to the generating function B4.2 for D n under the2 p
replacement sin u “ y and some trivial modification.
2 pŽ .B5. Sums of tan kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp




b 2 pE n y s 1 y y cot n arctan y B5.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
p2 p mq11 y1Ž . 1 q 2 pp 1 q mbE n s n y1 y B5.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým2 p ž /ž / k1 q m2 2nŽ .ms0 ks0
1 q m y 2k 2nknk q lk
= y1 B5.3bŽ . Ž .Ý ž / ž /m q 2 p y 2 ll1 q m lG0
EXAMPLES.
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
bE n sŽ .2 3
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 2 4E n s n q 3n y 13Ž .4 45
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n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 4 3 2 4E n s 2n q 6n y 28n y 96n q 251Ž .6 945
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
bE n sŽ .8 14175
 6 5 4 3 2 4= 3n q 9n y 59n y 195n q 457n q 1761n y 3551
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 8 7 6 5 4E n s 2n q 6n y 52n y 168n q 546nŽ .10 93555
3 2 4q1974n y 3068n y 13152n q 22417 .
Ž . Ž .Remark. The explicit formula B5.3 follows from A7.3 directly be-
Ž . Ž .cause the corresponding generating functions A7.2 and B5.2 coincide
with each other.
b Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of E n , we may formally2 p
compute its generating function by series rearrangement
‘ ny1 1
c 2 pE n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y tan kprnŽ .ps0 ks0
k/nr2
ny1 2cos kprnŽ .
s Ý 2 2 21 q y cos kprn y yŽ .Ž .ks0
k/nr2
ny1 2n y yr 1 q yŽ .
s q Ý2 2 2 2 21 q y 1 q y cos kprn y y r 1 q yŽ . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to B5.2 by means of B0.3b with the replacements
Ž . Ž .cot u “ y and cot nu s ycot n arctan y .
2 pŽ .B6. Alternating sums of tan kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kpkb 2 pF n s y1 tan B6.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks0
k/nr2
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ynynr2b 2 pF n y s y1 csc n arctan y B6.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 21 q yps0
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EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
1qpqnr22 p my1Ž .1 q 2 p kmbF n s y1 B6.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým2 p ž /ž / k1 q m 2nŽ .ms0 ks0
n q 2nk nk q l q nr2
= B6.3bŽ .Ý ž / ž /m q 2 p y 2 l llG0
EXAMPLES. Let . denote the alternating signs corresponding to n ’
Ž .0, 2 mod 4 respectively. Then we have
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
bF n s .Ž .2 6
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 2 4F n s . 7n y 52Ž .4 360
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 4 2 4F n s . 31n y 464n q 2008Ž .6 15120
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 6 4 2 4F n s . 381n y 8396n q 69904n y 227264Ž .8 1814400
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
bF n s .Ž .10 23950080
 8 6 4 2 4= 511n y 14720n q 175728n y 1066240n q 2869376 .
b Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of F n , we may formally2 p
compute its generating function by series rearrangement
k‘ ny1 y1Ž .
c 2 pF n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y tan kprnŽ .ps0 ks0
k/nr2
k 2ny1 y1 cos kprnŽ . Ž .
s Ý 2 2 21 q y cos kprn y yŽ .Ž .ks0
k/nr2
k 2ny1y y1 yr 1 q yŽ . Ž .
s Ý2 2 2 21 q y cos kprn y y r 1 q yŽ . Ž .ks0
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Ž . Ž .which reduces to B6.2 by means of B0.3a with the replacements
Ž . Ž .cot u “ y and sin nu s ycos npr2 sin n arctan y .
For y s tan u , we have the power series expansions similar to those in
A8
eniu eniu 1 y e2 niu
s 1 y 1 q2 niu ½ 5ž /y2niy 2niy1 y e
lniu 2 niue 1 y e
s 1 qÝ ½ 5y2niy 2niylG0
mniu 2 niule 1 y eŽ .ls Ý Ý mž /my2niy 2niyŽ .ms0lG0
l m Ž1q2 k .niuy1 ek mls y1Ž .Ý Ý Ý mž / ž /m k2niy 2niyŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
Ž .which permit us to rewrite, through the power series expansions 0.4b and
Ž . Ž .0.4c , the generating function B6.2 as
ny1qnr2y1 csc n arctan yŽ . Ž .21 q y
2niy eniunr2s y1Ž . 2 2 niu1 q y 1 y e
l m
1qnr2 kmls y1 y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýž / ž /m k
ms0 ks0lG0
Ž .myi r2y1Ž . 1qnkqnr2n q 2kn i 2= y 1 q yŽ .Ý m ž /i2nyŽ .Ž .i’m mod 2
where the last line can be expressed, by means of the binomial expansion
Ž .0.5b , as a formal Laurent series in y
p 2 py1 yŽ . p q kn q m q n y i r2Ž .n q 2kn .Ý Ým ž /i ž /p q m y i r2Ž .2nŽ .p Ž .ism mod 2
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b Ž .Therefore we get an explicit formula for F n2 p
1qpqnr2l my1Ž . kmc lF n s y1 B6.4aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ým2 p ž / ž /m k2nŽ .ms0 ks0lG0
p q kn q m q n y i r2Ž .n q 2kn= . B6.4bŽ .Ý ž /i ž /p q m y i r2Ž .Ž .i’m mod 2
Ž .According to 0.9c , the double sum with respect to m and k will vanish if
l ) 2 p. Hence we may replace the upper limit for the summation variable
Ž .l by 2 p and simplify the summation through 0.7a , which lead us to
Ž .B6.3 .
2 pŽ .B7. Sums of cot kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kp
b 2 pG n s cot B7.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks1
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ n
b 2 pG n y s 1 y y cot n arctan y B7.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
p2 p mq11 y1Ž . 1 q 2 pp 1 q mbG n s n y1 y B7.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým2 p ž /ž / k1 q m2 2nŽ .ms0 ks0
1 q m y 2k 2nknk q lk
= y1 B7.3bŽ . Ž .Ý ž / ž /m q 2 p y 2 ll1 q m lG0
EXAMPLES.
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
bG n sŽ .2 3
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 2 4G n s n q 3n y 13Ž .4 45
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 4 3 2 4G n s 2n q 6n y 28n y 96n q 251Ž .6 945
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n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
bG n sŽ .8 14175
 6 5 4 3 2 4= 3n q 9n y 59n y 195n q 457n q 1761n y 3551
n y 1 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 8 7 6 5 4G n s 2n q 6n y 52n y 168n q 546nŽ .10 93555
3 2 4q1974n y 3068n y 13152n q 22417 .
Ž . Ž .Remark. The explicit formula B7.3 reads from A7.3 immediately for
Ž . Ž .the generating function B7.2 is the same as A7.2 .
b Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of G n , we may for-2 p
mally compute its generating function by series rearrangement
‘ ny1 1
c 2 pG n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y cot kprnŽ .ps0 ks1
ny1 21 y cos kprnŽ .
s Ý 2 21 y 1 q y cos kprnŽ .Ž .ks1
ny1 2n y yr 1 q yŽ .
s y Ý2 2 2 21 q y 1 q y cos kprn y 1r 1 q yŽ . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to B7.2 by means of B0.3b with the replacement of
tan u “ y and some trivial modification.
2 pŽ .B8. Alternating sums of cot kprn
DEFINITION.
ny1 kpkb 2 pH n s y1 cot B8.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /nks1
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ yny
b 2 pH n y s csc n arctan y B8.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
1qp2 p my1Ž .1 q 2 p kmbH n s y1 B8.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ým2 p ž /ž / k1 q m 2nŽ .ms0 ks0
n q 2nk nk q l q nr2
= B8.3bŽ .Ý ž / ž /m q 2 p y 2 l llG0
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EXAMPLES.
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
bH n s yŽ .2 6
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 2 4H n s y 7n y 52Ž .4 360
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 4 2 4H n s y 31n y 464n q 2008Ž .6 15120
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
b 6 4 2 4H n s y 381n y 8396n q 69904n y 227264Ž .8 1814400
n q 2 n y 2Ž . Ž .
bH n s yŽ .10 23950080
 8 6 4 2 4= 511n y 14720n q 175728n y 1066240n q 2869376 .
Ž . Ž .Remark. The generating function B8.2 differs from B6.2 only in the
Ž .n r2 Ž . Ž .factor y1 . Therefore the explicit formula B8.3 follows from B6.3
directly.
b Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of H n , we may formally2 p
compute its generating function by series rearrangement
k‘ ny1 y1Ž .
c 2 pH n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y cot kprnŽ .ps0 ks1
ny1 21 y cos kprnŽ .ks y1Ž .Ý 2 21 y 1 q y cos kprnŽ .Ž .ks1
1qk 2ny1y y1 yr 1 q yŽ . Ž .
s Ý2 2 21 q y cos kprn y 1r 1 q yŽ . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to B8.2 by means of B0.3a with the replacement tan u “ y
and some trivial modification.
Similar to Section A, the inverse relations for the trigonometric sums
defined in this section may be displayed as follows:
p pp ppy lb b b bA n s E n E n s y1 A nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p 2 l 2 p 2 lž / ž /l lls0 ls0
p pp ppy lb b b bB n s F n F n s y1 B nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p 2 l 2 p 2 lž / ž /l lls0 ls0
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p pp ppy lb b b bC n s G n G n s y1 C nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p 2 l 2 p 2 lž / ž /l lls0 ls0
p pp ppy lb b b bD n s H n H n s y1 D n .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p 2 l 2 p 2 lž / ž /l lls0 ls0
In addition, the combination of A3 and B3 asserts that for two natural
w xnumbers n and p, there holds the generating function due to Stanley 9
Ž w x.see also 5
‘ ny1 2 py ny
s 1 y cot n arcsin yŽ .Ý Ý 2 p 2sin kprnŽ . '1 y yps1 ks1
and the explicit formula
p2 pny1 kp 1 y4Ž . 1 q 2 p2 pcsc s d yÝ Ý0, p mž / ž /1 q mn 2 nks1 ms0
1qm 1 q m y 2kk 1 q m
= y1Ž .Ý ž /k 1 q mks0
m y 1
p q kn q
= .2 02 p q m
Similarly, from A7 and B7, we deduce that for two natural numbers n and
p, there are the generating function
‘ ny1 2 py n
s 1 y y cot n arctan y 4Ž .Ý Ý 2 p 2tan kprn 1 q yŽ .ps1 ks1
and the summation formula
p2 pny1 mq1kp 1 y1Ž . 1 q 2 pp 1 q m2 pcot s n y1 yŽ .Ý Ý Ým ž /ž / ž / k1 q mn 2 2nŽ .ks1 ms0 ks0
1 q m y 2k 2nknk q lk
= y1 .Ž . Ý ž / ž /m q 2 p y 2 ll1 q m lG0
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Ž . Ž .C. SUMMATIONS OVER p 1 q 2k rn WITH n ’ 0 mod 4
Throughout this section, n will denote an even natural number. Then
the trigonometric function cos nu may be considered as a polynomial of
 4ny1 Ždegree n in cos u , whose n distinct zeros are g with g s p 1 qk ks0 k
. Ž . Ž .2k r 2n . If P u is a polynomial of degree - n in cos u , we have two
expansions in partial fractions
ny1n P u nŽ . ks C0.1aŽ .Ýcos nu cos u y cos gkks0
ny1n P p y u ynŽ . ks C0.1bŽ .Ýcos nu cos u q cos gkks0
 4where the coefficients n are determined byk
cos u y cos gk
n s nP g limŽ .k k cos nuu“g k
1 q 2k 1 q 2kks y1 P p sin p , k s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.Ž . ž / ž /2n 2n
Ž . Ž .From C0.1a " C0.1b , we find
n P u q P p y u 4Ž . Ž .
cos nu
ny1 P p 1 q 2k r 2n sin p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks y1 C0.2aŽ . Ž .Ý 2 2cos u y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
n P u y P p y u 4Ž . Ž .
2 cos u cos nu
ny1 P p 1 q 2k r 2n sin p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks y1 .Ž .Ý 2 2cos u y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
C0.2bŽ .
Ž . Ž . Ž .For P u s 1 and sin nursin u , we may state C0.2a and C0.2b , respec-
tively, as
kny1n y1 sin p 1 q 2k r 2n cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
s Ý 2 2cos nu cos u y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
C0.3aŽ .
ny1sin nu sin u cos u
n s C0.3bŽ .Ý 2 2cos nu cos u y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
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which will be used to establish trigonometric summation formulas in this
section.
2 pŽ Ž . Ž ..C1. Sums of sec p 1 q 2k r 2n
DEFINITION.
ny1 1 q 2k
c 2 pA n s sec p C1.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /2nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ny
c 2 pA n y s tan n arcsin y C1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2'1 y yps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 py1 2 py1p y 1 q kn 2 ppqkcA n s n y1 C1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p ž / ž /2 p y 1 j q 1
ks1 jsk
EXAMPLES.
Ac n s n2Ž .2
n2
c 2 4A n s 2 q nŽ .4 3
n2
c 2 4 4A n s 8 q 5n q 2nŽ .6 15
n2
c 2 4 6 4A n s 144 q 98n q 56n q 17nŽ .8 315
n2
c 2 4 6 8 4A n s 1152 q 820n q 546n q 255n q 62n .Ž .10 2835
Remark. Following the same process as in A1, we can establish, from
Ž . Ž .the generating function C1.2 , the explicit formula C1.3 . It may also be
expressed as
2 py1 2 py1p y 1 q kn pqk mc 2 pymy1A n s n y1 2 C1.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p ž /ž /2 p y 1 k
ks1 msk
Ž .by means of the binomial transform 0.7b .
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Ž .Sketch of Proof. The formal power series of C0.3b may be stated as
ny1 2n cos u sin nu cos u
s Ý 2 2sin u cos nu cos u y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
‘ ny1 2 pcos u
s y Ý Ý 2 pcos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ps1 ks0
where the summation order has been changed. Then the generating
Ž .  c Ž .4function C1.2 for A n follows immediately from this expansion under2 p
Ž .the replacements cos u “ y and tan nu s ytan n arcsin y .
2 pŽ Ž . Ž ..C2. Sums of csc p 1 q 2k r 2n
DEFINITION.
ny1 1 q 2k
c 2 pB n s csc p C2.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /2nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ny
c 2 pB n y s tan n arcsin y C2.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 2'1 y yps1
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 py1 2 py1p y 1 q kn 2 ppqkcB n s n y1 C2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p ž / ž /2 p y 1 j q 1
ks1 jsk
EXAMPLES.
Bc n s n2Ž .2
n2
c 2 4B n s 2 q nŽ .4 3
n2
c 2 4 4B n s 8 q 5n q 2nŽ .6 15
n2
c 2 4 6 4B n s 144 q 98n q 56n q 17nŽ .8 315
n2
c 2 4 6 8 4B n s 1152 q 820n q 546n q 255n q 62n .Ž .10 2835
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Remark. The same process displayed in A1 may be used to derive the
Ž . Ž .explicit formula C2.3 from the generating function C2.2 . Its reformula-
Ž .tion via 0.7b reads as
2 py1 2 py1p y 1 q kn pqk mc 2 pymy1B n s n y1 2 . C2.4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p ž /ž /2 p y 1 k
ks1 msk
Ž .Sketch of Proof. Reformulate C0.3b as the formal power series
ny1 2n sin u sin nu sin u
s Ý 2 2cos u cos nu sin p 1 q 2k r 2n y sin uŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
‘ ny1 2 psin u
s Ý Ý 2 psin p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ps1 ks0
Ž .  c Ž .4which reduces to the generating function C2.2 for B n under the2 p
replacement sin u “ y and some trivial modification.
Ž Ž . Ž .. 1q2 pŽ Ž . Ž ..C3. Alternating sums of sin p 1 q 2k r 2n sec p 1 q 2k r 2n
DEFINITION.
ny1 1 q 2k 1 q 2kkc 1q2 pC n s y1 sin p sec p C3.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1q2 p ž / ž /2n 2nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘




1 q 2 p1qpqnr2cC n s y1 n C3.3aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý1q2 p ž /1 q mms0
m kn q nr2p q kn q nr2k
= y1 C3.3bŽ . Ž .Ý ž /2 p p q kn q nr2ks0
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EXAMPLES. Let . denote the alternating signs corresponding to n ’
Ž .0, 2 mod 4 , respectively. Then we have
C c n s .nŽ .1
n3
cC n s .Ž .3 2
n3
c 2 4C n s . 4 q 5nŽ .5 24
n3
c 2 4 4C n s . 64 q 100n q 61nŽ .7 720
n3
c 2 4 6 4C n s . 2304 q 3920n q 3416n q 1385n .Ž .9 40320
Ž .Sketch of Proof. Expand C0.3a in terms of the formal power series
ny1n cos u sin p 1 q 2k r 2n cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks y1Ž .Ý 2 2cos nu cos u y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .ks0
‘ ny1 sin p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .1qk 1q2 ps y1 cos uŽ .Ý Ý 1q2 pcos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ps0 ks0
Ž .  c Ž .4which reduces to the generating function C3.2 for C n under the1q2 p
Ž . Ž .replacement cos u “ y and cos nu s cos npr2 cos n arcsin y .
For y s sin u , we have the formal power series expansion similar to
those in A2
2 eniu eniu
s2 niu 2 niu 41 q e 1 y 1 y e r2
mniu ym 2 niu 4s e 2 1 y eÝ
mG0
m
k mym Ž2 kq1.nius 2 y1 e .Ž .Ý Ý ž /k
mG0 ks0
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Ž . Ž .Combining it with 0.3b , we may restate the generating function C3.2 as
1qnr2y1 ny sec n arcsin yŽ . Ž .
2nyeniu1qnr2s y1Ž . 2 niu1 q e
m n1qnr2 kms y1 y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý m ž /k2mG0 ks0
nq2 k ny2 jn q 2knj 1q2 j 2'= y1 y 1 y yŽ .Ý ž /ž /2 j
jG0
where the last line can be restated, with the help of the binomial expan-
Ž .sion 0.5a as a formal power series in y
p kn y j q nr2n q 2knp 1q2 py1 y .Ž .Ý Ý ž /2 j ž /p y j
pG0 js0
Ž .Evaluating the last sum through 0.8b , we get an explicit formula
mn1qpqnr2 kmc pC n s y1 4 y1 C3.4aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1q2 p m ž /k2mG0 ks0
kn q nr2 p q kn q nr2
= . C3.4bŽ .ž /2 pp q kn q nr2
The last sum with respect to k is the mth difference operation on a
polynomial with degree 2 p, which vanishes for m ) 2 p. Therefore we may
replace the summation limit for m by 2 p and the resulting formula
becomes
2 p mn1qpqnr2 kmc pC n s y1 4 y1 C3.5aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1q2 p m ž /k2ms0 ks0
kn q nr2 p q kn q nr2
= C3.5bŽ .ž /2 pp q kn q nr2
Ž . Ž .which is equivalent to C3.3 thanks to the binomial transform 0.7b .
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Ž Ž . Ž .. 1q2 pŽ Ž . Ž ..C4. Alternating sums of cos p 1 q 2k r 2n csc p 1 q 2k r 2n
DEFINITION.
ny1 1 q 2k 1 q 2kkc 1q2 pD n s y1 cos p csc p C4.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1q2 p ž / ž /2n 2nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘




1 q 2 pcD n s nŽ . Ý1q2 p ž /1 q mms0
m kn q nr2p q kn q nr2kqp
= y1 C4.3Ž . Ž .Ý ž /2 p p q kn q nr2ks0
EXAMPLES.
D c n s nŽ .1
n3
cD n sŽ .3 2
n3
c 2 4D n s 4 q 5nŽ .5 24
n3
c 2 4 4D n s 64 q 100n q 61nŽ .7 720
n3
c 2 4 6 4D n s 2304 q 3920n q 3416n q 1385n .Ž .9 40320
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Ž . Ž .Remark. The generating function C4.2 differs from C3.2 only in the
Ž .1qn r2alternating factor y1 . Therefore we may read the explicit formula
Ž . Ž .C4.3 directly from C3.3 , whose alternative form may be stated as
2 p n
c pD n s 4Ž . Ý1q2 p m2ms0
m kn q nr2p q kn q nr2kqp m
= y1Ž .Ý ž / ž /k 2 p p q kn q nr2ks0
C4.4Ž .
Ž .in view of the binomial transform 0.7b .
Ž .Sketch of Proof. The power series expansion of C0.3a reads as
ny1n sin u sin p 1 q 2k r 2n cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks y1 sin uŽ .Ý 2 2cos nu sin p 1 q 2k r 2n y sin uŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
‘ ny1 cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .k 1q2 ps L y1 sin uŽ .Ý Ý 1q2 psin p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ps0 ks0
Ž .  c Ž .4which reduces to the generating function C4.2 for D n under the1q2 p
replacement sin u “ y and some trivial modification.
2 pŽ Ž . Ž ..C5. Sums of tan p 1 q 2k r 2n
DEFINITION.
ny1 1 q 2k
c 2 pE n s tan p C5.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /2nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ n
c 2 pE n y s 1 q y tan n arctan y C5.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 p mnp p mcE n s n y1 q y1 C5.3aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p m ž /k2ms0 ks0
p nk q p y l2nkk
= y1 C5.3bŽ . Ž .Ý ž / ž /2 l y 1 p y lls1
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EXAMPLES.
E c n s n n y 1Ž . Ž .2
n n y 1Ž .
c 2 4E n s n q n y 3Ž .4 3
n n y 1Ž .
c 4 3 2 4E n s 2n q 2n y 8n y 8n q 15Ž .6 15
n n y 1Ž .
cE n sŽ .8 315
 6 5 4 3 2 4= 17n q 17n y 95n y 95n q 213n q 213n y 315
n n y 1Ž .
c 8 7 6 5 4E n s 62n q 62n y 448n y 448n q 1358nŽ .10 2835
3 2 4q1358n y 2232n y 2232n q 2835 .
Ž .Remark. The explicit formula C5.3 may be deduced from the generat-
Ž .ing function C5.2 in the same way as in A5. It can be reformulated as
2 p mn 1 q 2 pp kqpcE n s n y1 q y1 C5.4aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p p ž /1 q m4 ms0 ks0
p kn q p y j2kn
= C5.4bŽ .Ý ž /2 j y 1 ž /p y j
js1
Ž .by means of the binomial transform 0.7b .
c Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of E n , we may formally2 p
compute its generating function by series rearrangement
‘ ny1 1
c 2 pE n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y tan p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ps0 ks0
ny1 2cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .
s Ý 2 2 21 q y cos p 1 q 2k r 2n y yŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .ks0
n y
s q2 21 q y 1 q y
ny1 2yr 1 q yŽ .
= Ý 2 2 2cos p 1 q 2k r 2n y y r 1 q yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks0
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Ž . Ž .which reduces to C5.2 by means of C0.3b with the replacements
Ž . Ž .cos u “ y and tan nu s ytan n arctan y .
2 pŽ Ž . Ž ..C6. Sums of cot p 1 q 2k r 2n
DEFINITION.
ny1 1 q 2k
c 2 pF n s cot p C6.1Ž . Ž .Ý2 p ž /2nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ n
c 2 pF n y s 1 q y tan n arctan y C6.2 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 p mnp p mcF n s n y1 q y1 C6.3aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p m ž /k2ms0 ks0
p nk q p y l2nkk
= y1 C6.3bŽ . Ž .Ý ž / ž /2 l y 1 p y lls1
EXAMPLES.
F c n s n n y 1Ž . Ž .2
n n y 1Ž .
c 2 4F n s n q n y 3Ž .4 3
n n y 1Ž .
c 4 3 2 4F n s 2n q 2n y 8n y 8n q 15Ž .6 15
n n y 1Ž .
cF n sŽ .8 315
 6 5 4 3 2 4= 17n q 17n y 95n y 95n q 213n q 213n y 315
n n y 1Ž .
c 8 7 6 5 4F n s 62n q 62n y 448n y 448n q 1358nŽ .10 2835
3 2 4q1358n y 2232n y 2232n q 2835 .
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Ž . Ž .Remark. The explicit formula C6.3 follows directly from C5.3 for
they have the same generating function. It has, in turn, an alternative
expression
2 p mn 1 q 2 pp kqpcF n s n y1 q y1 C6.4aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý2 p p ž /1 q m4 ms0 ks0
p kn q p y j2kn
= C6.4bŽ .Ý ž /2 j y 1 ž /p y j
js1
Ž .on account of the binomial transform 0.7b .
c Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of F n , we may formally2 p
compute its generating function by series rearrangement
‘ ny1 1
c 2 pF n y sŽ .Ý Ý2 p 2 21 y y cot p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ps0 ks0
ny1 21 y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .
s Ý 2 21 y 1 q y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .ks0
n y
s y2 21 q y 1 q y
ny1 2yr 1 q yŽ .
= Ý 2 2cos p 1 q 2k r 2n y 1r 1 q yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to C6.2 by means of C0.3b with the replacement tan u “ y
and some trivial modification.
1q2 pŽ Ž . Ž ..C7. Alternating sums of tan p 1 q 2k r 2n
DEFINITION.
ny1 1 q 2kkc 1q2 pG n s y1 tan p C7.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1q2 p ž /2nks0
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GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ny1qnr2c 1q2 pG n y s y1 sec n arctan y C7.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1q2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 p mn1qpqnr2 kmcG n s y1 y1 C7.3aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1q2 p m ž /k2ms0 ks0
p y l q kn q nr2n q 2kn
= C7.3bŽ .Ý ž / ž /2 l p y ll
EXAMPLES. Let . denote the alternating signs corresponding to n ’
Ž .0, 2 mod 4 respectively. Then we have
G c n s .nŽ .1
n
c 2 4C n s . n y 2Ž .3 2
n
c 4 2 4C n s . 5n y 20n q 24Ž .5 24
n
c 6 4 2 4C n s . 61n y 350n q 784n y 720Ž .7 720
n
c 8 6 4 2 4G n s . 1385n y 10248n q 31920n y 52352n q 40320 .Ž .9 40320
c Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of G n , we may1q2 p
formally compute its generating function by series rearrangement
‘
c 1q2 pG n yŽ .Ý 1q2 p
ps0
ny1 y tan p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks y1Ž .Ý 2 21 y y tan p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
ny1 y sin p 1 q 2k r 2n cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks y1Ž .Ý 2 21 q y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .ks0
ny1y sin p 1 q 2k r 2n cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks y1Ž .Ý2 2 2 21 q y cos p 1 q 2k r 2n y y r 1 q yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks0
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Ž . Ž .which reduces to C7.2 by means of C0.3a with the replacements
Ž . Ž .n r2 Ž .cot u “ y and cos nu s y1 cos n arctan y .
For y s tan u , we have power series expansions similar to those in A6
2 eniu eniu
s2 niu 2 niu 41 q e 1 y 1 y e r2
mniu ym 2 niu 4s e 2 1 y eÝ
mG0
m
k mym Ž1q2 k .nius 2 y1 e .Ž .Ý Ý ž /k
mG0 ks0
Ž . Ž .By means of 0.4b , we may express the generating function C7.2 as
ny1qnr2y1 sec n arctan yŽ . Ž .21 q y
2ny eniu1qnr2s y1Ž . 2 2 niu1 q y 1 q e
mn1qnr2 kms y1 y1Ž . Ž .Ý Ým ž /k2mG0 ks0
1qk nqnr2n q 2knj 1q2 j 2= y1 y 1 q y .Ž . Ž .Ý ž /2 j
jG0
Ž .Rewriting the last line, through the binomial expansion 0.5b , as a formal
power series in y
p kn q p y n q nr2n q 2knp 1q2 py1 yŽ .Ý Ý ž /2 j ž /p y j
pG0 js0
c Ž .we get an explicit formula for G n1q2 p
mn1qpqnr2 kmcG n s y1 y1 C7.4aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1q2 p m ž /k2mG0 ks0
p kn q p y j q nr2n q 2kn
= . C7.4bŽ .Ý ž /2 j ž /p y j
js0
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The last sum with respect to k is the mth difference operation on a
polynomial with degree 2 p, which vanishes for m ) 2 p. Therefore we may
Ž .replace the summation limit for m by 2 p which leads us to C7.3
promptly.
Ž .Alternatively, the summation formula C7.3 may also be reformu-
lated as
2 p mn 1 q 2 p1qpqnr2 kcG n s y1 y1 C7.5aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1q2 p p ž /1 q m4 ms0 ks0
p kn q nr2 q p y jn q 2kn
= C7.5bŽ .Ý ž /2 j ž /p y j
js0
Ž .by means of the binomial transform 0.7b .
1q2 pŽ Ž . Ž ..C8. Alternating sums of cot p 1 q 2k r 2n
DEFINITION.
ny1 1 q 2kkc 1q2 pH n s y1 cot p C8.1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1q2 p ž /2nks0
GENERATING FUNCTION.
‘ ny
c 1q2 pH n y s sec n arctan y C8.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý 1q2 p 21 q yps0
EXPLICIT FORMULAE.
2 p mnp kmcH n s y1 y1 C8.3aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1q2 p m ž /k2ms0 ks0
p y l q kn q nr2n q 2kn
= C8.3bŽ .Ý ž / ž /2 l p y ll
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EXAMPLES.
H c n s nŽ .1
n
c 2 4H n s n y 2Ž .3 2
n
c 4 2 4H n s 5n y 20n q 24Ž .5 24
n
c 6 4 2 4H n s 61n y 350n q 784n y 720Ž .7 720
n
c 8 6 4 2 4H n s 1385n y 10248n q 31920n y 52352n q 40320 .Ž .9 40320
Ž . Ž .Remark. Notice that the generating function C8.2 differs from C7.2
Ž .1qn r2only in the alternating factor y1 . Therefore we may write down the
Ž . Ž .explicit formula C8.3 directly from C7.3 . An alternative version of
Ž .C8.3 reads as
2 p mn 1 q 2 p kqpcH n s y1 C8.4aŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý1q2 p p ž /1 q m4 ms0 ks0
p kn q p y j q nr2n q 2kn
= C8.4bŽ .Ý ž /2 j ž /p y j
js0
Ž .in view of the binomial transform 0.7b .
c Ž .Sketch of Proof. According to the definition of H n , we may1q2 p
formally compute its generating function by series rearrangement
‘
c 1q2 pH n yŽ .Ý 1q2 p
ps0
ny1 y cot p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks y1Ž .Ý 2 21 y y cot p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .ks0
ny1 y sin p 1 q 2k r 2n cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks y1Ž .Ý 2 21 y 1 q y cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .ks0
ny1yy sin p 1 q 2k r 2n cos p 1 q 2k r 2nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks y1Ž .Ý2 2 21 q y cos p 1 q 2k r 2n y 1r 1 q yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ks0
Ž . Ž .which reduces to C8.2 by means of C0.3a with the replacement tan u “ y
and some trivial modification.
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Similar to Sections A and B, the inverse relations for the trigonometric
sums defined in this section may be displayed as follows:
p¡ pc cA n s E nŽ . Ž .Ý2 p 2 lž /lls0~
p ppy lc cE n s y1 A nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p 2 l¢ ž /lls0
p¡ pc cB n s F nŽ . Ž .Ý2 p 2 lž /lls0~
p ppy lc cF n s y1 B nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý2 p 2 l¢ ž /lls0
p¡ pc cC n s G nŽ . Ž .Ý1q2 p 1q2 lž /lls0~
p ppy lc cG n s y1 C nŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý1q2 p 1q2 l¢ ž /lls0
p¡ pc cD n s H nŽ . Ž .Ý1q2 p 1q2 lž /lls0~
p ppy lc cH n s y1 D n .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1q2 p 1q2 l¢ ž /lls0
APPENDIX: FURTHER PARTIAL FRACTIONS
Consider the cyclotomic polynomial defined by
ny1
n k1 y z s 1 y zvŽ .Ł n
ks0
Ž .where v s exp 2p irn is the nth primitive root of unity in the complexn
field. Its expansion in partial fractions reads as
ny1n 1
s 1aŽ .Ýn k1 y z 1 y zvnks0
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which may be restated, with the parameter replacement z “ 1rz, as
n ny1 knz zvns . 1bŽ .Ýn k1 y z 1 y zvnks0
For z s xei y, both relations have the same imaginary part
n ny1nx sin ny x sin y q 2kprnŽ .
s . 2aŽ .Ý2 n n 21 q x y 2 x cos ny 1 q x y 2 x cos y q 2kprnŽ .ks0
While their real parts may be displayed, respectively, as
n ny1n 1 y x cos ny 1 y x cos y q 2kprnŽ . Ž .
s 2bŽ .Ý2 n n 21 q x y 2 x cos ny 1 q x y 2 x cos y q 2kprnŽ .ks0
n n ny1 2nx x y cos ny x y x cos y q 2kprnŽ . Ž .
s . 2cŽ .Ý2 n n 21 q x y 2 x cos ny 1 q x y 2 x cos y q 2kprnŽ .ks0
The linear combinations of the last two relations yield
2 n ny1 2n 1 y x 1 y xŽ .
s Ý2 n n 21 q x y 2 x cos ny 1 q x y 2 x cos y q 2kprnŽ .ks0
3aŽ .
2 2 n n 2 ny1 2x y x q x 1 y x cos ny x 1 y x cos y q 2kprnŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
n s Ý2 n n 21 q x y 2 x cos ny 1 q x y 2 x cos y q 2kprnŽ .ks0
3bŽ .
which may be used to establish some more trigonometric summation
formulas. The interested reader is encouraged to try further.
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